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I don't know how it happened, you know. I don?t know. Just made that

way. Maybe, I book my eyes off it just for a second or something like

that. I was watching that, and yet that peyote was gone. And'I went,

I went on a, on that mark. They always have a mark on top of'the moon,

just like a path you know. I went out to there. It was gone. I came -

back. It was gone. I came, back. And where I was sitting right in front

there it was. It wasn't (not clear) on the side. It was on the side of

the moon. And next, time I ndtic^ed it was an eye,. And 1 kinda, you know,

surprised. I didn't tell anything. I just trying to figure fit out what

it was. What it's all about, you know/. And I couldn't bend over. I

just- had to sit this way. If I wanna/ look closer, I stand, like this, i

you know. And finally, I noticed this fireplace. This moon was.fish.

And that eye, that fish, some kinda of a fish, and'that fire, I don't

know. Something happened/ Well, about that time, maybe, that fire went

' down,- see? Fire musta, you know how, you know how, yeah, I guess your

dad, yeah, sometimes, fire goes down, ypu know, they scrap the ashes.
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' That's what happened. Thaf's the time I kinda give a jerk, you know.

. Seems like, confusion, something stir up in that place, fire place; you

know. It kinds give me a little jerk, you know. And I can feel that

thing coming out. See, I didn't eat, that's, that four peyote^ That's

^all I had. And just by watching that ting, that thing doctored me through
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making itself the fish. They told me that I was cursed by that fish. See,
* . , • ' . • • * •

the' Indians, you Icnow; they have thing back there >too. You- know, they're^
• / - . ' . -fffraid of animals like that, that some animals, you know, curse them,

person and d'î e, you know. And that's what they said that that, was. In

that condition, I was cursed by that fish, and this , through that way,

/ . * *
why, I was cured by this fire pla«e.


